Abstract: Questionnaires for 110 Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings has been carried out. As results, the following three points were revealed. 1) �here are strict or loose regulations, and they have di�erent consultation operation in response to the natural color or painted color. 2) Most operations of color standard is to have natural color of the material and to paint colors in harmony with existing and surrounding building. 3) Color guidance matters in the prior consultation and the preservation council is very large.
In this study, some tendency of color standards on restoration and improvement in the important preservation districts for groups of historic buildings was investigated. Questionnaires for 110 Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings has been carried out.
Questionnaire sheets was distributed to 110 parts. 54 questionnaire sheets recovered from 110. Recovery rate of the questionnaire in this study was 49%. As results, the following three points were revealed.
1) There are strict or loose regulations, and they have di�erent consultation operation in response to the natural color or painted color. In addition, color criteria consisted of strict regulations and loose regulations. Trend management has been grasped vary depending on the method of coloring such paint with natural color. How to focus on the council as a way to focus on prior consultation has been con�rmed.
2) Most operations of color standard is to have natural color of the material and to paint colors in harmony with existing and surrounding building.
The most numbers of teaching matters in prior consultation with the preservation council was building design. Second matters constructed to color and third matters constructed to form. It was con�rmed that numbers of guidance matters of color was huge. However, a process which was con�rmed the color swatches and Munsell color system in the consultation process is extremely rare cases. The determination for the suitability of color is few. Without using the accurately recognize the article in color, there were many districts that have implemented the decisions and guidance on color.
3) Color guidance matters in the prior consultation and the preservation council is very large. However, it is not so much to determine the suitability of color while checking the material and color samples. Operation tendency of the consultation process in important preservation districts for groups of historic buildings, have been classified into four operation type, which were, deliberative type, prior consultation-oriented type, cautious operation type, and simpli�ed operation type. These were grasped that di�ers greatly by district.
From the above �ndings, it should be discussed while using the material that can determine the suitability of color standards.
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